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BREXIT DANGERS ARE LAID OUT IN THE
FIRST OFFICIAL ADVICE FROM MINISTERS
n

THE likely impact of a no-deal Brexit
became clearer as the first official
warnings were issued yesterday.
A stockpile of enough medicines to

last six weeks will be created to guard
against hold-ups at the borders, the
government announced.
Holidaymakers and online

shopperswerewarned they face
paying more in credit card
charges and VAT.
And companies were told to

consider buying new software to
help with customs checks.
The Brexit secretary,

Dominic Raab, admitted
to a risk of ‘potential
short-term disruption’
while stressing that a
no-deal remained an

unlikelyoutcome. But an advisory paper
saying medical supplies may have to
be airlifted was met with alarm by the
British Medical Association.

Chairman Dr Chaand Nagpaul
said: ‘The government is asking
clinicians to reassure the public,
but it is clear that Brexit will
have a catastrophic impact for
patients, the health workforce,
services and the nation’s health.

‘Many of the no-deal out-
comes outlined in this

paper would result in
theUK becoming both

SIX WEEKS OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES WILL
BE STOCKPILED TO PREVENT SHORTAGES
n

HOLIDAYMAKERS USING CREDIT CARDS
AND ONLINE SHOPPERS FACE EXTRA FEES
n
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SPEAKUP!
LUCYHEDGES TRIES SPEAKERS THAT
ARE SMALL IN SIZE BUT BIG IN SOUND

BOSE SOUNDLINKMICRO
BEST FOR: HOLIDAYS
With its diminutive dimensions, this
pebble-shaped portable needs to be heard to
be believed. Its top-facing speaker delivers
impressively loud levels of sound, while its
rubbery waterproof design arms it with an
almost indestructible overcoat that makes
it ideal for keeping you company in the
shower while you belt out your best
Whitney impression. The speaker’s sonic
abilities aren’t without minor flaws in the
bass department but audio is well balanced
and detailed, you can connect multiple
speakers to boost volume or create a stereo
effect, and it’ll keep going for up to six
hours. £99.95, bose.co.uk

MINIRIGMINI
BEST FOR: TRAVELLING
The Mini is pretty solid with aluminium
housing and a rubber backside. It pumps
out rich sound with impressive volume and
aptX Bluetooth means higher quality audio.
Base could have more impact but vocals
and instruments are clear and detailed,
making for brilliant sound, especially if
physically linked to another speaker or
wirelessly for stereo sound. The power/
pairing button can be reconfigured via the
mobile app to control playback too. A
proprietary charger means you can’t rely on
your stash of USB cables and it’s not water-
friendly, but it has 3.5mm jacks andwill sing
for around 30 hours. £99.95, minirigs.co.uk

JBL GO 2
BEST FOR: ONABUDGET
The least expensive of the bunch, JBL’s mini
music box punches above its size and price.
Despite being surprisingly loud, it loses its
head when pushed for volume, so expect
some tracks to distort, especially if bass-
heavy. Thankfully, at moderate levels sound
is much cleaner. It may not rock the room
but it has a handy 3.5mm headphone jack
to plug into an audio source, will survive
a dunk in the wet stuff and will bring the
noise for up to five hours. A multi-function
button doubles as playback controls and
a trigger for your digital assistant. There’s
a lot to like – and the price makes it even
more appealing. £29.99, uk.jbl.com

TEST
ON

DENON ENVAYA POCKET
BEST FOR: (SMALL) PARTIES
The Envaya Pocket has plenty to offer, serving
up unexpectedly full-bodied sound with lashings
of bass without overpowering vocals, although
audio can become a little distorted with the
volume fully cranked up. Its static touch controls
have little tactile feedback and make input a
little tricky but it’s wonderfully versatile,
working both vertically and horizontally, and
can take a few knocks. With a two-speaker set-
up, it offers better clarity and all-round audio
experience compared with its single-speaker
counterparts, while Bluetooth aptX integration
means high-quality sound. Chuck in waterproof
credentials, the option to pair with another
Pocket for stereo playback, a 3.5mm jack, digital
assistant support and around ten hours of
battery, and you’re getting serious style and
performance in spades. £78, amazon.co.uk


